
 

Eva   Hays  
 

Bio:    My   name   is   Eva   Hays   and   I   am   16   years   old.   I   live   in   NH   with   my   family,   and  
previously   I   have   been   published   in   YARN   and   Rattle   Young   Poets   Anthology,   among  
others..   

Last   night  

I’ve   brought  

the   outside   world  

into   my   bed  

 

Stinging   scrapes  

as   poison   seeps   in  

 

Maybe   

if   my   skin   wasn’t   always  

covered   in   rubber  

I   could   run   faster  

 

Something   about   warm  

summer   nights   intrigues   me  

when   the   wind   carries  

my   secrets  

 

I   constantly   change  

my   grip  
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my   tale  

my   hair   won’t   grow  

slow   enough  

 

We   can   only   

meet   so   many   times  

before   we   have  

to   introduce  

ourselves  
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Steering   Wheel  
The   window   is   collapsing  

as   air   crunches   through  

the   gaps,  

B.   B.   King   in   my   ear,  

trailing   behind  

I   remind   myself   to   relax  

I   unclench   my   leg  

 

Red   light   green  

light   I   was   never  

good   at   that   game   my   toes   

tangled   in   grass   blades  

 

No   one   else   knows  

what   I’m   doing  

I   try   to   slow   for   the  

apex   of   the   turn—  

too   late,  

he   reminds   me  

tail   lights   catch  

my   eyes  

 

Must   I   always   be   too   late?   
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Holding   Onto   You  
I   have   watched   your   hands   all   my   life—  

big   and  

rough   and  

always   warm  

 

16   years   ago  

they   cradled  

my   fragile   body  

covered   in   peach   fuzz  

 

We   used   to   stand   

in   the   mirror   and   measure,  

hand   against   hand,  

my   tiny   fingers   barely  

reaching   the   outside   of   your   palm  

 

I   watched   calluses   grow  

on   the   tips   of   your   fingers  

from   playing   guitar,  

on   the   rim   of   your   palm   

from   holding   wooden   tools,  

on   the   side   of   your   

middle   finger   from   gripping  
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a   pencil  

 

I   watched   them   soak  

in   ice   water   as   welts   began   to   form,  

I   watched   your   wedding   ring   

get   stuck   in   those   burns.  

I   cried   for   your   hands.  

 

I   watch   them   hold   a   pool   cue  

balancing,   sliding  

perfectly   into   your   knuckle  

I   watch   them   delicately   chop   

an   onion,   or   scoop   out   pancake   batter  

 

I   watch   them   fold   across   the   hands  

of   my   mother   like   two   puzzle   pieces  

fitting   together.  

 

One   day   I   will   see   them  

cradle   my   own   child’s   fragile   body  

covered   in   peach   fuzz  

 

One   day   I   will   hold   them  

for   the   very   last   time  
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big   and  

rough   and  

forever   warm.  
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